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2017 FIRESTORM » CLAIMS OF ELDER ABANDONMENT

State seeks to revoke
licenses of care homes

MENDOCINO
COMPLEX

Insured
losses
top $56M
State commissioner
warns homeowner
policy costs could rise
By HANNAH BEAUSANG
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Insured losses for properties
damaged in the Mendocino Complex wildfires, the largest blazes in state history in terms of
acreage, are more
than $56 million INSIDE
to date, California Wildfire closes
Insurance Com- I-5 freeway
missioner Dave near Oregon
Jones said Thurs- border / A12
day.
Together with the Carr
fire, which burned more than
220,000 acres in Shasta and Trinity counties, insured losses from
the July fires total $845 million
and are expected to increase.
Those tallies pale in comparison to the nearly $10 billion of
insured losses from the North
Bay wildfires in October 2017,
the costliest fires in American
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REBUILDING: Construction continues Thursday at Villa Capri, an assisted living and memory care facility in Fountaingrove, nearly a year after the Tubbs fire burned the
facility. The state says public safety officers, family members and friends evacuated about 90 people left behind by staff at Villa Capri and Varenna during the firestorm.

Regulators say Oakmont Senior Living violated safety codes
By J.D. MORRIS
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

tate regulators moved
Thursday to revoke the licenses of two Santa Rosa
care homes owned by Oakmont
Senior Living, documenting
disturbing claims that nearly
100 elderly residents were abandoned by poorly trained staff
during the October firestorm.
After a nearly yearlong investigation, the state Department
of Social Services filed a complaint this week alleging management and staff repeatedly
violated state codes designed to
protect the safety of residents
at both Fountaingrove facilities, Villa Capri and Varenna.
Regulators will seek lifetime
bans against two of the company’s top administrators that
would prevent them from ever
again working in assisted care

SANTA ROSA POLICE DEPARTMENT, 2017

TERRIFIED RESIDENTS: The evacuation of this unidentified woman, and other
residents of Villa Capri and Varenna, was captured on body cameras worn by police.
facilities licensed by the state.
The 18-page complaint also
accused Oakmont officials of
making “false and misleading
statements” to the public that
inflated the role played by the

company’s staff during the
evacuations.
Residents stranded at Varenna and Villa Capri were later
rescued by family members,
friends and first responders,

investigators said. The allegations echo similar claims raised
by a lawsuit centered around
the evacuation of Villa Capri
that was settled last month on
the eve of its scheduled trial.
All residents at both facilities survived the fires, though
the civil lawsuit alleged that
trauma from the evacuations
hastened the deaths of three
residents. State investigators
concluded more than 20 people
left behind at Villa Capri would
have died if not for valiant efforts to save them after staff
departed.
“These residents would have
perished when the facility
burned to the ground during
the fire,” the state documents
said.
Oakmont Senior Living said
the allegations were unsubstantiated and unfounded. In
TURN TO LICENSES » PAGE A2

Democrats focus on just-released emails
SUPREME COURT » Nominee
once wrote that justices ‘can
always overrule’ Roe v Wade
By CHARLIE SAVAGE
AND SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
NEW YORK TIMES

JACQUELYN MARTIN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh speaks
Thursday during the third day of his Senate Judiciary
Committee confirmation hearing on Capitol Hill.

WASHINGTON — The disclosure on
Thursday of dozens of previously secret
emails involving Judge Brett Kavanaugh
provoked pointed new questions on the
third day of his Supreme Court confirmation hearings, as Democrats pressed
him to explain fresh disclosures on abortion rights, affirmative action and previous testimony to the Senate.
Much of the tumult surrounded one
quotation from an email that Kavanaugh

wrote as a lawyer in George W. Bush’s
White House concerning the landmark
abortion decision, Roe v. Wade: “I am not
sure that all legal scholars refer to Roe as
the settled law of the land at the Supreme
Court level since Court can always overrule its precedent, and
INSIDE
three current Justices on
Leaked records the Court would do so.”
To Democrats and abortouch on
tion rights advocates, that
hot-button
March 2003 statement apissues / A7
peared to contradict testimony from the judge Wednesday, when
he said he considered Roe “settled as a
precedent of the Supreme Court.”
But Kavanaugh and his Republican
backers dismissed its significance. He
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IMMIGRATION

Trump rule
would extend
time children
can be held

By VICTORIA KIM
LOS ANGELES TIMES

In 1985, a 15-year-old Salvadoran girl fleeing civil war in her
country inadvertently came to
represent all children detained
by U.S. immigration authorities
after being strip searched every
day and housed with adult men
while in prolonged government
custody.
The resulting Flores agreement, as the class-action court
settlement came to be known after the girl, Jenny Lisette Flores,
has since served to protect the
rights of minors who end up in
the custody of immigration authorities, setting the terms of
their care and release.
On Thursday, the Trump administration took the first steps
to get out from under that 1997
consent decree, filing new proposed rules on the treatment
of minors that immigrant advocates said could lead to more
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